February 6, 2022

Public Hearing On EO 9-1 and EO 13

Dear State Legislators: I submit my testimony that neither Executive Emergency Orders need to be continued nor do Children need to be required to wear masks. Johns Hopkins has released amazing information that truly does show the failure of government through Executive Orders since 2020. It is time to stop. Let go. We are fine. The state has a very high vaccination rate. The COVID virus is here to stay. People at risk know how to take care of themselves and statistically are the least fearful of it. We have crippled our youth the least likely to have any impact from the virus whatsoever. 49 studies on masks in the past two years show NO positive effect whatsoever from either cloth masks or blue surgical masks. In Children actual harm has been shown through studies in a variety of ways. Stop chewing this bone and let go. All of this is unnecessary now. Return our children to normal. It will take more than a decade to recover these children from the insidious harm done to them through these mandates and actions with virtually no public health impact that is positive. End this now.

Please follow the legitimate science presented by many studies done worldwide and not the garbage that the Federal Government is spinning out of control with no merit whatsoever. All US Major Medical Research Hospitals that are conducting these studies and have Public Health arms are against Masks for children-Harvard, Stanford, Yale, Johns Hopkins, Mayo Clinic, etc. So who do you trust with your health?

Respectfully

Meg Glass

9 Bolling Place
Greenwich, CT 06830
(203) 869-9753